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POPULAR SCIENCE SUMMARY Sulthan Suresh Fazeela

Industrial robots have been efficient but inflexible machines programmed to perform
repetitive tasks. However, the future of manufacturing is changing and industrial
robots need to transform to skilled workers that can learn and adapt like humans to
perform complex assembly tasks.

The fourth industrial revolution is transforming
the manufacturing industry, demanding robots to
be more flexible, adaptive, and intelligent. Robots
traditionally seen as repetitive and inflexible ma-
chines are now being re-imagined as intelligent col-
laborative partners capable of continuous learning
and improvement. This transformation requires
robots to learn and adapt like humans to perform
complex assembly tasks in unstructured environ-
ments.

To address this challenge, we propose a
skill-based multi-objective reinforcement learning
(MORL) approach. It combines the benefits of
skill-based programming and MORL to tackle
complex assembly tasks. This approach is then
applied to a classic yet intricate cooperative as-
sembly task: the peg-in-block insertion. Unlike
traditional programming methods that hard-code
every robot movement, our approach allows the
robot to learn from experience, optimizing its
skills for performance and safety, similar to a hu-
man learning a skill through practice and refine-
ment. Furthermore, we use transfer learning to
generalize to task variations such as changes in
object size or assembly clearance by transferring
knowledge learned from the original task.

Our experiments show that the dual-arm robot

learns to perform the peg-in-hole assembly task
efficiently using our skill-based MORL approach.
Additionally, the transfer learning approach accel-
erates the adaptation to task variations.

Figure 1: A dual-arm robot learns to perform co-
operative peg-in-hole assembly task.

The results demonstrate that our approach en-
ables robots to learn, adapt, and perform complex
assembly tasks efficiently, making them more flex-
ible and intelligent. This work can be applied to
a wide range of assembly tasks and is a step to-
wards transforming industrial robots into skilled
and intelligent workers.


